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Abstract
We address the problem of automatically reconstructingm-manifolds of unknown topology from unorganized points
in metricp-spaces obtained from a noisy measurement pro-
cess. The point set is first approximated by a collection of
oriented primitive fuzzy sets over a range of resolutions.
Hierarchical multiresolution representation is then com-
puted based on the relation of relative containment defined
on the collection. Finally, manifold structure is recovered
by establishing connectivity between these primitives based
on proximity, compatibility of position and orientation, and
local topological constraints. The method has been suc-
cessfully applied to the problem of surface reconstruction
from polynocular-stereo data with many outliers.
1 Introduction
In this paper we are not concerned with arbitrary unorga-
nized point sets, but only with those obtained by a real
measurement process.
Stereo reconstructions are rarely interpreted as surfaces
because computer stereo vision typically produces a large
fraction of outliers and ill-behaved noise. When many
cameras are used, the problem becomes significant as in
the dataset shown (Fig. 1). If it were not for the outliers,
the dataset contains many more measurements than are
necessary for an interpretation.
In this paper we propose a method of interpreting noisy
measurements as manifolds. The problem is as follows:
there is anm-manifold in the world one observes, which
may be a curve (m = 1), a visual surface (m = 2), etc.
One takes a finite number of local measurements whose
dimension isp > mand uses them to create a representation
with manifold structure. Of course, one does not know if
a manifold is observed; the only information is present in
the measurements and in the a priori assumption that the
perceived object is locally homeomorphic to an openm-
ball or a half-ball and can be covered by a finite number of
subsets.
To our knowledge, the majority of current bottom-up
(non-parametric)methods for recovering curves or surfaces
from visual data are based on the above assumption.What
is rarely acknowledged in full consequence, though, is that
measurements are always corrupted by noise.1 The un-
certainty not only affects the local properties of the recon-
structed entity but also the global structure one wants to1A problem specific to 3-D vision is that retinal images are mere
projections of the world and the fully-dimensional structure must be re-
constructed, which also introduces variousartifacts.
Fig. 1: A top view of a cloud of isolated points inIR3 as obtained
from a four-camera stereo. The human face is looking towards
the bottom edge of the page and the cameras were located in front
of it. The matching artifacts fill the space around but are not
compatible with it.
recover: if we triangulate a set of points and a slightly per-
turbed set of the same points, the triangulations may signifi-
cantly differ, even non-locally. The goal then is to suppress
the influence of uncertainty on the recovered structure.
Our assumption is that the dimensionp of the measure-
ments must be greater than the dimension of the manifoldm. Since the measurements are corrupted by noise, our
task must include simultaneous filtration and ‘projection’
on anm-dimensional structure. We propose that it is suf-
ficient to locally filter and project the measurements by
grouping them into local geometric primitives that sit inp-space and are expected to ‘cover’ the manifold the same
way scales cover most fish. The smallest approximation er-
ror occurs when the subspace of the primitives eigenspace
corresponding tom largest eigenvalues is parallel to the
tangent (hyper-)plane of the manifold. The covering will
be more compact if the primitives are compatible at their
overlap. In this paper we show how to evaluate this overlap
and how to build the global structure from local primitives.
After this introductory section, we describe in Section 2
a newm-manifold representation which will later be nar-
rowed to surfaces in 3-D. Some results on the dataset shown
in Fig. 1 are presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we
discuss our approach and propose future research topics.
1
1.1 Related Work
There are roughly two distinct approaches to the problem
of surface reconstruction: (1)top-down: the connectivity
information (the topological type of the surface) is a priori
known, and (2)bottom-up: the connectivity is recovered
along with geometry. The former problem has been exten-
sively treated in the literature [12, 28, 30, 14]. Recently, a
modification for closed compact surfaces has been reported
in [6, 23, 20]. For a review of these methods, see [2]. See
also [22, 26, 19] for parametric models recovery.
Except for a restricted class of tasks, the topological
type of the observed surface is not known in advance. In
the recent work of Caselles et al., the topological structure
is allowed to evolve during the recovery from an initial
simple model (homeomorphic to a sphere) [3]. The models
are restricted to closed surfaces. Many of the top-down
methods require collecting all the raw measurements prior
to recovering the model and do not allow for (1)efficient
incorporation of newlocal measurements to improve ei-
ther the model accuracy or its descriptiveness (there were
some attempts to do this in triangulations [32, 5]), or for
(2) removing redundant primitives to increase the ratio of
descriptiveness over the description length of the the final
representation (some attempts are reported in [1, 27]).
The bottom-up approach—known as reconstruction
from unorganized points—is much more difficult and has
not been treated as often. Tonnesen and Szeliski proposed
modeling objects (surfaces) as collections of (isolated)ori-
ented particles[29], which was a generalization of the
particles of Reeves [24]. They attempted neither to re-
cover the model from real range data nor to establish the
connectivity among the particles. This was later done by
Fua, who recovered the models from unorganized points
without the connectivity [9] and also including the connec-
tivity [11, 10]. He used 2-D Delaunay triangulation over
a projection of the centers of the local primitives. This is
only possible when the surface can be mapped on a plane
by a one-to-one projection. Oriented particles are generally
well suited for modeling elastic surfaces or surfaces under
deformation [21]. Our work has been inspired by the work
of Fua, but it differs in establishing the proper invariant
connectivity among the local geometric primitives which,
in turn, can help reject some inconsistent measurements.
Hoppe et al. recover local orientationat each data-point
and then recover the signed distance function zero set by
the means of a contouring algorithm [16] (see also [15, 4]).
The distance is measured from the estimatedorientedtan-
gent plane and its zero set is a manifold by its definition.
The (initially unknown) absolute orientation is propagated
from points of known orientation in Euclidean Minimum
Spanning Tree. The algorithm complexity isO(n logn),
wheren is the number of primary measurements. Recently,
this work has been greatly elaborated upon [7] but the au-
thors do not deal with the problem of outliers or uncertainty
in the measurements. This approach fails when the surface
is not orientable: consider just a M̈obius strip which is a
perfectly visually observable entity and there is no reason
why it should not be recoverable from visual data.
Edelsbrunner et al. introduced the formal notion of the
family of-shapes of a finite point set inIR3 [8]. It is a gen-
eralization of the convex hull of a point set and represents
the “shape” of the set.
1.2 The Bottom-Up Approach
In the presence of outliers in raw data or when the data
describe just portions of objects, one wants to recover the
manifold in a bottom-up process since it is much easier to
deal with unreliable and/or incomplete information locally.
Also for fusing information from many partial reconstruc-
tions, some intermediate representation is preferred, one
that is more compact and more descriptive than isolated
points. If we accept the bottom-up paradigm, we face two
relatively independent subproblems, both of which are dis-
cussed in this paper:
1. How to group isolated points to meaningful, compact,
and descriptive semi-local geometric primitives. This
is a localclustering problem.
2. How to establish connectivity between those primi-
tives and create a (pseudo-)manifold structure. This
is a globaldata interpretation problemand we want
to separate it from the first step as much as possible
since it depends on the purpose of data interpretation.
In many clustering methods, one has to select a
scale (resolution) at which the clustering should be done
or employ global constraints like minimum description
length [31]. Since selecting the scale requires a task-
dependent knowledge and we want to postpone the inter-
pretation to a later stage, we shall address the clustering
problem by the means of simple and fastmultiresolution
clustering.
The reconstruction task is then accomplished in three
steps:
1. Preprocessing.Grouping of isolated points accord-
ing to an a priorilocal geometric model to geometric
primitives that are instances of this model.
2. Verification and refinement.By recurring back to
(some of) the images the orientation and position of
the primitives may be refined.
3. Interpretation at a given scale.
(a) Establishing the containment order of the prim-
itives and removing those that are redundant at
the given resolution.
(b) Selecting the manifold order.
(c) Establishing connectivity between the primitives
based on proximity,mutual compatibility,and
global topological constraints.
In the preprocessing step local problems (like removing
outliers) are resolved and redundancy in the dataset is sup-
pressed at given scale. This step is repeated at multiple
resolutions. Multiple such collections are fused in a simple
union operation.
In the interpretation step, primitives redundant at given
scale are first removed and the collection of primitives
is then interpreted by imposing additional non-local con-
straints as manifold structure (of selected order) with
boundary.
The next section introduces a surface representation that
allows us to deal with the reconstruction task as we outlined
it here.
2
2 Discrete Fuzzy Manifolds
The fuzzy-set framework provides us with tools suitable
for all partial problems and allows us to generalize. We
will start with simple concepts that will be used in a more
rigorous task formulation.
2.1 Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Relations
We build upon the standard notion of fuzzy set. For an
introduction to this topic we refer the reader to [33]. Here
we use the following notation.
A fuzzy subsetS of IRp is defined by its membership
function(xjS) : IRp ! [0; 1]; where the value of(xjS)
represents the degree of membership of a pointx 2 Rp inS. The interval[0; 1] is a special case of a membership
set. For shortness, we shall often write(S) instead of(xjS). In addition to standard set-theoretic operations
of complement, intersection, and union and the algebraic
operations of product and sum, we require(xjS) to be
integrable and we define the normk(S)k = ZIRp (xjS) dx  1: (1)
We will also fuzzifyn-ary relations as follows: LetP
be a product set ofn sets,P = E1E2  En andM
its membership set, a fuzzyn-ary relation is a fuzzy subset
of P taking its values inM .
2.2 Primitive Fuzzy Sets
We are not interested in isolatedprimitive setsS, rather in
a finitecollectionC = fS1;S2; : : : ;Sng: We shall assume
that the primitive sets are finite and non-singular0 < k(S)k <1 (2)
and that they are local models to some more global struc-
ture. We will be looking for relations between the primitive
sets that generalize the local properties of the members ofC to the properties of the collectionC in the large.
Since our primitive sets are intended as local manifold
models, some geometric properties are required, namely,
the primitives must be oriented to guarantee the existence
of subspace which they can uniquely be projected to and
which is supposed to be parallel to the manifold tangent
(hyper-)plane. The knowledge of the orientation sign is not
required, though.
2.3 Primitive Fuzzy Relations
Based on the standard fuzzy-set operations we define two
fuzzy relations:
1. relative intersection!(S1;S2; : : : ;SN ) = k(TNi=1 Si)kk(SNi=1 Si)k ; (3)
2. relative inclusion (containment)(S1;S2) = k(S1 \ S2)kk(S1)k : (4)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2: Hyperellipsoids that are perpendicular (a) or parallel but
non-collinear (b) intersect much less than those that are (nearly
or fully) collinear (c). The degree of intersection is measured
by !. Hyperellipsoids that are embedded in larger ones may be
redundant at a certain scale (d). The order is defined by.
The relative intersection expresses the degree of mutual
overlap ofS1; : : :SN . The relative inclusion expresses the
degree to whichS1  S2. For an intuitive example see
Fig. 2. Sincek(TNi=1 Si)k  k(SNi=1 Si)k, k(S1 \S2)k  k(S1)k, andk(Si)k > 0, the values of! and
are both confined to the interval of(0; 1].
2.4 Fish-Scales
From now on, we shall assume that the membership func-
tions have this particular form(xjS) = f(12(x  x0)TS 1(x  x0)); (5)
whereS is app symmetric and positive-definitestructure
matrix, the vectorx0 is thecenter, andf is a monotone
non-increasing scalarinfluence functionsuch that:0 < f(t)  1; f(0) = 1; andZ 10 f(t)k dt < 1; k = 1; 2: (6)
We shall call such setsfish-scalesand they will be used
as local fuzzy geometric primitives. The eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the structure matrix define the geometric
properties of the fish-scale: its eigenvector corresponding
to the extremal eigenvalue defines the fish-scale orientation
and the ratios of eigenvalues define how flat, thin, etc., the
fish-scale is. Ifmax is the maximum eigenvalue amongi, i = 1; : : : ; p of S, we define thescale rank = pXi=1 imax ;  2 (0; p]: (7)
We may then classify 3-D fish-scales (p = 3) as follows:
type rank eigenvalues
spherical 3 1 = 2 = 3 > 0
flat 2 1 ! 0; 2 = 3  0
linear 1 1 = 2 ! 0; 3  0
Based on the rank, our reconstruction may be selective
when the dataset contains measurements originating from
manifolds of different order.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3: The collection (a) of 0-simplices (vertices) and 1-simplices
(edges) is not a complex (some edges intersect in between their
endpoints). If we remove some of the edges we transform it to
a complex (b). The complex can be further transformed to a
pseudo-manifold (c) by removing some more edges. This process
can be guided by the values of! associated with the edges.
2.5 The Collection of Simplices Generated by!
At this point we will need some concepts from standard
topology. For the lack of space here, we refer the reader to
standard books, e.g. [17, 13]. Let us just give our definition
of pseudo-manifold: A pseudo-manifold with boundary is
the carrier of anm-complex in which every(m 1)-simplex
is a face of at most twom-simplices (we will refer to this
as the pseudo-manifold constraint). The neighborhood of
every point in a pseudo-manifold is homeomorphic to an
open ball or half-ball, except for a finite number of singular
points that are homeomorphic tok open balls (or half-balls)
identified to the point.
The relation ! generates a collection of associ-
ated simplices as follows: the primitive sets centersf(i)g may be thought of as 0-simplices, the labeled
edgesf(i; j) j!(i; j) > 0g as 1-simplices, the trianglesf(i; j; k) j!(i; j) ^ !(j; k) ^ !(i; k) > 0g as 2-simplices,
etc.2 The collectionC! of all these simplices do not nec-
essarily form a complex, since some of their intersections
need not be simplices from the collection. We may remove
some simplices fromC! to obtain a complex, see Fig. 3.
Moreover, we may remove simplices violating the pseudo-
manifold constraint to get a pseudo-manifoldP!  C!.
If ! > 0 there is at least one pseudo-manifold that can be
formed fromC!: it is the convex hull ofC!. Let the weight
of P! be the sum of the weights of all its 1-simplices that
are incident on at least one 2-simplex. If (2) holds and no
two weights!(i; j) and!(k; l), (i; j) 6 (k; l) are equal,
there is a unique pseudo-manifoldP!  C! that maxi-
mizes the weight over all possible pseudo-manifoldsP!
that can be formed fromC!.
Unfortunately, such an optimization task is an NP-
complete computational problem. We have devel-
oped a sub-optimalheuristic algorithm that works inO(N2 logN) time for 2-complexes. It will briefly be de-
scribed in Section 2.8.
2.6 The Inclusion Graph Generated by
There is an oriented antisymmetric edge-labeled graphG
associated with (see (4)) whose edges are defined as fol-
lows: 8(Si;Sj) 2 C  C; i 6= j :(Si;Sj) < (Sj ;Si), (i; j) 2 G:2We compute! for edges as opposed to triangles since triangles max-
imizing !(i; j; k) are not compact.
In other words, the edges(i; j) of the graph are oriented so
that if Si andSj intersect thenk(Si)k > k(Sj)k. This
means that, as long as (6) holds and no two intersecting
primitive sets have the same norm, there is no oriented
circuit in the graph.
The relation of relative inclusion is reflexive, since(S;S) = 1, antisymmetric, since(S1;S2) 6= (S2;S1)
or (S1;S2) = (S2;S1) = 0 unlessk(S1)k = k(S2)k,
and the associated graph has no circuits, which means that is a fuzzy non-transitive ordinal relation [18]. The tran-
sitive closure of is thus the relation offuzzy orderwhich
represents the hierarchical structure ofC. The closure can
be found as the minimum-spanning tree ofG, T  G,
which is a polynomial-complexity computational problem.
We assert thatT captures the hierarchical structure of
the collectionC. If the primitive sets inC are recovered
at multiple scales (resolutions), theT provides a way to
build a multi-resolution representation or a way to remove
redundant primitive sets fromC by prescribing the maxi-
mum approximation error. By selecting a threshold on,
theT can be converted to a forest, in which each root
represents the primitive set that includes all other primitive
sets in the component. The threshold, which, by definition
of , is a fraction of the coarsest-level primitive set size,
is to be selected. We want to pursue further research to
develop this proposition.
2.7 The Fish-Scale Surface Model
From now on we shall restrict the general discussion to
surfaces embedded in Euclideanp-space. Extending the
results to any manifold dimension is trivial, since the key
structures are defined for any dimensions.
We have selected the exponential influence functionf(t) = e t, since the relative intersection and inclusion
can be easily estimated and since the moments of the first
and second orders of(xjS) are directly related to the
primitive set center and covariance matrix.
LetSi be the structure matrices of the primitive setsSi,
and letx0i be their respective centers. LetjSj denote the
determinant ofS, letP12 = (S 11 + S 12 ) 1, and letd212 = 12(x01   x02)T (S1 + S2) 1(x01   x02)
be the Mahalanobis distance between the fish-scale centers.
The fuzzy relations (3) and (4) for a pair of primitive
sets are then estimated as follows:
1. Relative intersection!(S1;S2)  !(S1;S2):!(S1;S2) = k(S1  S2)kk(S1 + S2)k (8)= pjP12j e d212pjS1j+pjS2j  pjP12j e d212 def=  e d212 ;
where the termd12 captures the decrease in intersection
with increasing distance between the centers and the ratio captures the perpendicularity of the primitive sets, see
Fig. 4. Note that!(S;S) = (2(p2+1)   1) 1, wherep is
the dimension of the vectorx, whereas!(S;S) = 1. The
ability of ! to estimate! thus decreases with increasing
dimensionality of the measurement space. Nevertheless,
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Fig. 4: The value of relative intersection! for increasing per-
pendicularity (angle, in degrees) of two 2-D primitive sets of
different rank centered at the same point.
the! is has similar properties as! (it is also a resemblance
relation).
2. Relative inclusion(S1;S2)  (S1;S2):(S1;S2) = k(S1  S2)kk(S1)k = pjP12jpjS1j e d212 ; (9)
which is—like(S1;S2)—also a non-transitive ordinal re-
lation because of (6).
2.8 Surface Reconstruction inIR3
To implement the algorithm described in Section 2.5 we
need a local condition acting on 2-simplices (triangles) and
1-simplices (edges) that helps transform the initial collec-
tionC! to a pseudo-manifoldP! by removing some edges
(and incident triangles). We use the following:
Condition 1 The angle between any two triangles incident
on a common edge in a complex must be greater than23 .
This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for a com-
plex to be pseudo-manifold. Clearly, no three triangles can
be incident on a single edge without violating this condi-
tion. The condition also constrains the surface curvature
(which is necessary since we do not constrain the boundary
curvature and/or length).
The heuristic algorithm then works as follows:
1. Compute 3-D Delaunay triangulation3T over the cen-
ters of all primitive setsC.
2. For all edges inT of increasing! do the following:
if the edge is incompatible with any of the triangles
incident on any of its endpoints, remove it (and all
incident triangles) fromT. This step transformsT to
pseudomanifoldP!.
An edge(i; j) is incompatible with a triangle(j; k; l)
if both angles1 = 6 f(j; l; i); (j; k; l)g and 2 =6 f(i; k; j); (j; k; l)g are smaller than23 (see Fig. 5).
That we require the pseudosurfaceP! to be a sub-
complex of Delaunay triangulation is a sufficient but not3Tetrahedralization, in fact.
l k
i
j
γ
1
γ
2
Fig. 5: Edge(i; j) is incompatible with triangle(j; k; l) if both1 < 23 and2 < 23.
Fig. 6: Four images that were used as input data to the polynocular
stereo algorithm.
necessary condition. The second condition is also suffi-
cient but not necessary (it is much stronger than Condi-
tion 1). If we find the necessary and sufficient conditions
our reconstructions will contain less holes when the dataset
is severely corrupted by noise.
The computational complexity of this procedure isO(N2 logN), which is the complexity of 3-D Delaunay
triangulation. The algorithm finds a sub-optimal solution
to the optimization problem described in Section 2.5.
3 Experimental Results
We show an example of reconstruction from a quadrinoc-
ular stereo system in which all the cameras are fully cali-
brated. The input images (see Fig. 6) are rectified and sub-
sampled to half-resolution. Stereo matching is run indepen-
dently on three of the six possible image pairs. Matches are
selected based on maximum Normalized Cross-Correlation
using a5  5 image window and on left-to-right, right-
to-left symmetric ordering and disparity gradient con-
straints. Sub-pixel resolution disparity is computed in
a post-processing step that uses affine distortion model
and least-squares parametric estimation. The reconstructed
points from all three stereo pairs are shown in Fig. 7a. (It
is a close-up of the set shown in Fig. 1. No spatial clipping
of the point set was done to get the results shown later.)
Next, spatial binning with parameter is used to group
points to clusters: least-squares estimates of locationx00
are found within each non-empty3 3 3 neighborhood
of each bin. New location estimatesx10 and covariance
matrix estimatesS are found in a spherical region of radius1:5 centered atx00. The parameters(x10;S)i describe the
primitive sets. The result at scale = 6:9mm is shown in
Fig. 7b. In this experiment we did not compute the hierar-
chical representation based on as described in Section 2.6.
Reconstruction results for various scale parameters
are shown in Fig. 8. The rms error of the reconstructions is
about 0.3mm as measured for planar surfaces with random
texture slanted no more than 45 degrees with respect to
the cameras and at 800mm distance from the rig. More
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7: Isolated spatial points reconstructed by quadrinocular
stereo (a), the primitive sets—each is rendered as an ellipsis and
a short needle showing the orientation (b).
 = 18:5 mm  = 13 mm  = 6:9 mm
Fig. 8: Reconstructed surface, samples from the resolution spec-
trum ( is the scale parameter). The spectrum wasnot computed
by decimating the triangulation. The shading is simulated.
examples for synthetic data are shown in Fig. 9.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a novel model for hierarchical
discrete manifold representation and discussed the corre-
sponding reconstruction problem. We demonstrated the
general method on surface reconstruction from isolated
points.
The proposedp-D geometric representation is suitable
for incremental reconstruction and for fusion of partial
models of arbitrary topology; the reconstruction proce-
dure can effectively suppress outliers and remove redundant
measurements without using any computationally expen-
sive robust methods, which makes it particularly suitable
for fast processing of point-reconstructions from polynoc-
ular stereo.
The advantages of the proposed method are (1) sig-
nificant data reductioncompared to the original point set
(about 1:40), (2)accuracyof less than 0.1% in range, (3)
small sensitivityof the reconstructed structureto moderate
noisein the data, (4) the recovered connectivity isinvariant
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 9: Reconstruction of objects of different topological type (ar-
tificial data, Gaussian noise, varying density and SNR). Twoclose
spherical shells (a), SNR = 54dB. The connectivity may change
with increased uncertainty as in (b) (the same scale parameter,
SNR = 14dB). A M̈obius strip (c). A torus (d). Input point sets
are shown in the left column, the collections of fish-scales ren-
dered as ellipsoids in the middle column, and the reconstructed
pseudo-surfaces in the last column.
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to Euclidean transformation group, (5) the ability to recur
to the input images forrefinement prior to high-level inter-
pretation of the data,(6) data fusion is easysince it is done
at intermediate interpretation level, (7) thetopological type
of the recovered entity is allowed to change with the change
of resolution, (8) the information from al rge number of
camerascan be processed fast with the only bottleneck in
computing power.
The data reduction and speed are very important for
telepresence, where the bandwidth is a strong constraint.
The accuracy is very important for medical applications.
And the stability is critical to partial models fusion.
To our surprise, it turned out that we can cope with the
presence of moderate highlights on the observed surface
and with faint textures without affecting the precision of
the reconstruction. The real-data example we gave in this
paper shows just that.
We are developing a general and scalable implementa-
tion using the message-passing paradigm of parallel com-
puting of a system that reconstructs 3-D models from im-
ages from many cameras working simultaneously (Ray-
mond McKendall, GRASP). We also pursue error modeling
and propagation that is expected to help in the clustering
step and help guarantee the performance bounds (Gerda
Kamberova, GRASP).
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